SENIORNET IPAD/IPHONE INTEREST GROUP VIA ZOOM MARCH REPORT
Another busy interactive session reasonably well attended by around 15 members
1. Rod’s personal method of transferring his slides to digital memory involving a
home-made jig iPad & iPhone, so that he was able to view and edit. Fascinating
to view his focused endeavour to make this.
2. Livvi talked about a Slide Scanner Imaginarium FREE to use at TDC Library
3. We then were reminded and shown a video presentation by Telehealth, what are
the potential benefits for us with medical consultation via on-line options not only
with GP’s but hospital Consultants, therefore saving time/petrol/looking for a
parking space etc. Privacy Assured Telehealth will be giving SeniorNet another
opportunity to view their presentation with live conversation on Zoom April 4th
10.00am Link:Join Zoom Meeting
https://nmdhb.zoom.us/j/82535178099
Meeting ID: 825 3517 8099
Can we all please encourage friends, relatives, neighbours to get familiar with Zoom
4. News sources- An alternative option without the need for VPN - “GB NEWS” App.
from Apple Store for more European perspectives on events
5. Messaging Services, the options – WhatsApp, Signal, Messenger, Telegraph
There have been many reports of Telegraph being widely used by Wellington
protesters where lots of misinformation is being exchanged. Messenger users on
occasions found their App. to have been hacked. Signal founder formerly at
WhatsApp until the take-over from F.B. but considered very private, safe, secure.
Whatever works for each of us. Please see BBC News link:https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-60561168
6. How to easily delete all those duplicate or near duplicate photos taking our
memory space with Free Duckling App. This App. scans our device memory,
locates all those duplicates before giving you options.
We tried to show a video from what3words relating to Aramex use with delivery
services, it failed to work, so next session.
Stuart closed the session by appealing to all to make a donation of $5 to
SeniorNet Bank a/c
Even during this time SeniorNet still have to pay rent, rates, power,
broadband costs etc.
03-0703-0385293-00 Quoting in the Reference field IPG March
Many thanks for all the contributors to this our IPG.
Many hours of research, verification, trials go into the production of SeniorNet
Groups.
Thanks also for brilliant note taker Jim, ZOOM Meeting co-ordinator Roger.
Should any of the links not work, please let me know then I will email the original
link directly.
Comments, complaints, ideas please to: stuart.yank@gmail.com

